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Abstract
Securing and transmitting data through images without being hacked is important in stegnography. Identification of the hidden data
without the knowledge of appropriate algorithm is beyond bounds. In this paper we propose a highly secure algorithm for hiding data
using advanced encryption algorithm, wherein the hidden data could be identified by canny edge detection and appropriate hash
algorithm method. Color images are converted into grayscale images and edges are retrieved and honey encryption algorithm is used for
encoding and decoding process. Simulated results in Matlab exhibits high security of the proposed method over other methods on
comparison.
Keywords: Steganography, Advanced Encryption Algorithm, Encoding And Decoding.

1. Introduction
Steganography is a method to hide data within the carrier signal.
Steganos stands for secret and graphy stands for writing. Images,
videos and audio files are used to hide the message, called as
cover medium. Secret data is inserted in the space created by
removing redundant bits in the cover media. Quality of video
depends on the redundant bits available for hiding [2][3][19].
Many algorithms for encryption like DES, RSA, Blowfish, AES to
secure the data against brute force attacks are available, but due to
insecure block cipher and weak key problems, detection of attacks
is not that winning[6][18]. In this paper we propose a honey
encryption algorithm, such that the attackers employing a brute
force attack gains no information by guess and checking for key.
In this paper information is hidden using honey encryption
algorithm and hash function. Main advantage of this method lies
in the number of bits produced as outputs. MD5 (message digest
5) method produces an output of 128 bits for a message of 2 641(Maximum message size), but the proposed method has
unlimited message size and produce output upto 512 bits. Besides,
decoding of hidden data uses less than 64 bits in MD5 [13], upon
256 bits in the proposed method for enhanced security. In apart we
can hide different types of files format like video, audio and an
images etc. Recent interests of research fraternity include
employing video in stenography [11]. This provides an additional
security against hacking owing to the complexity of videos
compared to audio/data.

2. Edge Detection
Edge detection forms a crucial part in image processing asit
identifies the points of sharp changes and organizes into a set of
curved lines segments [7]. For the image formation model in
general, discontinuities in images brightness are likely to

correspond to Discontinuities in depth, surface orientation,
Changes in material properties andVariations in scene
illumination.
Ideally, edge detector is used to find the boundaries in an image,
discontinuities in surface orientation as well as curves in the
surface marking of the boundaries. Successful edge detection
implies retrieval of all the data from the original images [7],which
is herculean in case of real images.
Edge detection is usually performed by Search- and Zero-crossing
based methods, involving first order derivative and second order
derivative expressions respectively [15].
Prior to the measurement of edge strength noise reduction is done
by smoothing process, where filters like Gaussian smoothing filter
is employed.Edge detection algorithm is highly sensitive to noise,
as it implies false edges when the intensity value changes. In order
to avoid this setback, canny method introduces appropriate
filtering making it expensive. Canny edge detection is a multistage algorithm to detect wide range of edges in images
[16].Despite the cost involved in the algorithm, advantages in
canny edge detection, namely using probability for finding error
rate, localized and response, improving signal to noise ratio, better
detection, insensitivity to noise are manifold making it viable.

3. Secure Hash Algorithm
Hash technique is processing ofleast significant Bit using hash
principle for steganography[8-10]. Main aim is to hide the
information in a particular image and then extracting the secret
information by using a stegnokey. In steganography, the LSB
insertionis to change the data in cover image in their lower bits,
making it invisible. Firstly message file is embedded with cover
image and again the file is extracted [8]. Cover image consist of
set of pixels and secret information hidden in these frames as
payload. Encoding is the process of hiding the data in the image
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and decoding is retrieving data by the terms of decoding [10].
Generally for hash value a varying size input is applied and in turn
return a digital string of fixed digital value as output. Hash
function used to find large files which are duplicated. Hash
function can expressed as,

Step 3: Decode the text from images. Values of Red, Green and
Blue byte are read one by one, and further stored in the form of
string.
Step 4: Output of the text file contains the decided
data from the image.

X=Y%Z
Where,
X=position of bit in LSB within the pixel,
Y=position of individual hidden image pixel,
Z=number of bits in LSB.
Imagesare created by pixels, and when indicated by colors RED,
GREEN and BLUE, are referred as RGB. Each pixelindicates one
bit data with the density of color. First bit is referred as MSB and
last bit is referred as LSB bit. This LSB bit is meant to encrypt the
data within the image. The distribution of secret message bit is
shown in Fig.1.
For example If the message is 11001000 of 8 bits, first 3 bits of
message of secret is hidden in LSB of red pixel, next 3 bit is
hidden in LSB of Green pixel, and then the last 2 bits are embed in
LSB of Blue pixels.
In this paper Advanced Hash algorithm is proposed. Main steps of
Steganography are Encoding and Decoding.

Fig. 2: Block diagram for encoding process

Fig.1: Distribution of secret message bits

4. Encoding Procedure
The advanced Hash algorithm for encoding data is shown in Fig.
2.
Step 1: Secret text is encrypted with honey encryption algorithm
and hash function
Step 2: Cipher text is added with cover image
Step 3: Collect the RGB Pixels values from cover images at any
size
Step 4: Detect the edges of input images using edge detection
algorithm
Step 5: Read the text file, store the data in an array list
Step 6: Encode the image with LSB techniques
Step 7: Replace text data to Red, Green and Blue Pixels of the
image.
Step 8: Finally output image containing coded data istransmitted
to receiver.

5. Decoding Procedure
Proposed algorithm for Decoding data in image block diagram
shown in Fig.3:
Step 1: Read the RGB images that contain encoded information.
Step 2: Input hash key is used with hash function to generate the
pattern where data has been stored.

Fig.3: Block diagram for decoding process

6. Simulation Results
Simulation is performed using three different color images i.e.
standard Lena, Pepper and baboon images. Fig.4 shows the
original image ofLena, Pepper and baboon images and the size of
the images are 512 * 512 and Fig.7 indicates their histograms
respectively.Fig.5 shows theedge detection of images using canny
edge detection algorithm.
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Fig.6 indicates the encoded images which includes hidden data of
2547 bytes.Data is hidden to all the three pixel values. It shows
that there is no difference between Fig.4 and Fig.6, as shown in
their histograms(Fig.8). We can identify the data hidden in images
using their PSNR values of the imagestabulated(Table 1).

Table 1: PSNR of the images
S.NO

1
2
3
4
5

TEXT
DATA
849 Bytes
1698
Bytes
2547
Bytes
3396
Bytes
4287
Bytes

LENA

PEPPERS

Hash

Advanced
Hash

46.7704

BABOON

Hash

Advanced
Hash

Hash

Advanced
Hash

47.5599

42.4704

43.7486

44.5141

46.5188

43.1161

43.7728

39.8468

41.9565

41.4249

44.6801

40.4854

41.5473

37.9358

40.3967

37.759

43.2978

39.581

40.0503

36.7382

39.4238

36.3541

42.3406

38.5342

39.631

35.7352

38.6527

35.1693

41.5895
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Lena.jpeg
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Fig.4: Original images (512 X 512)
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Fig. 5: After applying canny edge detection algorithm
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Fig. 6: Encoded images with text data (2547 bytes)
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Fig. 8: Histogram of encoded image with text data(2547 bytes)
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In previous method the data is hidden in blue pixelsonly, whereas
all the three basic colors (Red, Blue and Green pixels) are used for
hiding data. Advanced hash algorithm gives better results than the
previous method asshown in Fig 9 and Fig10.Thismethod
produces high quality of stego-images under human visual system.
Simulation results shows that text data of 1250 bytes hidden in
Lena image gives good results than other two, and if the size of
data increases baboon images gives better results. Using advanced
hash algorithm givesgood security of hidden images making it
difficult to predict the hidden text.
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